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Arbajiyah district, Mosul, 19 November
Over the last several months we’ve seen significant percentages – often the majority – of town and village
populations to the south of Mosul choosing to remain in their homes in the run-up to the ISF advance and
during the battle itself. The reasons are many, but generally speaking those who remain do so because of
concern for their property and/or livelihoods, the dangers of being caught escaping or caught in the crossfire,
fears over how they will be received by security forces or host populations, and concerns about where they
will end up – particularly the living conditions in IDP camps – and when they will be allowed to return.
The battle for Mosul is complex and ongoing; districts that have officially been brought under ISF control are
still close to the combat zone and vulnerable to counterattack; therefore they remain difficult for humanitarian
organisations to access safely. A severe degradation of security or a complete lack of essential services and
provisions may still cause further displacement in retaken areas among communities which, up to this point,
have been determined to stay in their homes.
It was reported that families in Mosul city have been stockpiling provisions such as food, water and fuel for
some time. However, these supplies are either spent or dwindling, particularly as some households are also
supporting IDP families from other parts of Mosul and elsewhere. Humanitarian partners that are able to
provide emergency relief in newly retaken areas of the city are naturally highly valued by the resident
population. However, despite this relief being extremely important, the distribution of aid in insecure areas
poses a risk to the population, the security services, and the drivers and workers delivering and distributing the
aid. It also poses clear protection concerns.
Arbajiyah district
ISIS reportedly left Arbajiyah district on 8 November, but fighting continues in the adjacent districts of As
Sihhah and An Nur only a few streets away. ISIS were also reported to have counterattacked in the district
early the following week.
In some districts of eastern Mosul multiple families are said to be living in each house (we were told that As
Sihhah has up to 8 families in each house). There are IDP families living in Arbajiyah, mostly from parts of
Mosul further west, and around half the population of the district has gone to either the Hasansham or Khazir
camps. It was difficult to get a precise figure on this – another estimate was that 70% have left, but certainly a
very significant number remain.

Civilians carrying a white flag, crossing the open space between Samah and Arbajiyah.
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Mosul map showing districts. (Taken from internet – Rise will soon be producing a map on Mosul)

Most people in Arbajiyah have relatives who have gone to the camps and with whom they are in
communication. The majority are advised by their relatives to stay in Mosul. They are nervous to leave their
property and have been told of overcrowded, undignified conditions in the camps. Although everyone we
spoke to said that Arbajiyah was still very unsafe, the majority of people that remain there seemed
determined to stay. They have already stayed in their property for years under ISIS and during the battle for
their district. There is also little information on when civilians will be permitted to return to their homes should
they leave.

Food distribution
On the afternoon of 19 November, the Ministry of Migration and Displacement (MOMD) conducted a food
distribution of 1,000 large boxes containing rice, pasta, sugar, lentils, baby formula, tea, beans, flour, and oil.
MOMD coordinate with the ISF who tell them how much food is needed in each retaken district. 1,000 boxes
were requested for the Arbajiyah district, so MOMD responded with that number.
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Contents of one MOMD food box.
From Gogjali the four MOMD trucks drove along dirt roads on a route through Samah, across an open area and
then into Arbajiyah. There is still a danger of snipers in this open zone between Samah and Arbajiyah.
In Arbajiyah the trucks were parked in a clean, empty street. Crowds began to gather peacefully at the top of
the street where they were held back by the ISF (without use of force) and told to split into men and women.
Children were among both groups. Small groups were then allowed to walk forward into the street in an
orderly manner, where they approached a desk and presented a paper which was stamped by MOMD staff.
They then went to collect their box. People usually helped the elderly women carry their box(es) out of the
street.

The trucks carrying MOMD supplies (250 boxes in each) were escorted by the ISF to a quiet, clean street.
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Crowds gathering at the top of the street and organised queues at the trucks.
At the top of the street the crowds were in the hundreds. One ISF soldier commented that he did not feel safe.
The community has been security screened – their names have been checked against a list of suspected ISIS
members – but unlike in a village where people know and can vouch for each other, it is far easier for ISIS
members to infiltrate city communities unnoticed.
Throughout the day there was a great deal of excitement among the residents – as far as we are aware, this
was the first major distribution of food in the district. From time to time, ISF personnel would shoot rounds
into the air to help keep the crowd under control.
The ISF managed to keep the distribution running in a relatively calm and organised manner until towards the
end, when the crowd somehow broke through at the top of the street and many people rushed towards the
trucks carrying the food boxes. The ISF never fully regained control, despite shooting into the air with
increased frequency. It was a fairly chaotic end to what had, for the most part, been a peaceful distribution in
tense circumstances. No one was hurt, although large numbers of civilians seemed to arrive too late to collect
a food box.

Priority needs
People’s main needs are food, water and fuel. There is no electricity or medicine. Serious injuries are taken to
the nearby ISF medical station in Gogjali and then on to hospital from there if necessary. People have been
living off food stocks which have nearly or completely run out. Some small markets exist in people’s houses,
but their stocks are low and not easy to replenish. Hygiene products were also identified as a major need.
Most people we spoke to did not have money to spend. There is no mains water and people are living off the
contents of water tanks, which are now very low. There is a broken pipe in the open area between Samah and
Arbajiyah where some people collect water in jerry cans, but at the moment this area carries a risk of snipers
(although no incidents of snipers targeting civilians in this area were reported).

Security and recommendations
During the distribution, which lasted for around 2½ hours, frequent gunfire could be heard nearby and at one
point there was a large explosion a few streets away. As the residents of Arbajiyah said, although their
neighbourhood is under ISF control, it remains unsafe. In coordination with the ISF, MOMD are willing to bring
support to communities in retaken areas in Mosul city, but for now – excepting Gogjali – they are among a
very small number of partners who are. The Arbajiyah population expressed deep gratitude for this although,
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as mentioned earlier, the associated risks are significant. As the advance into Mosul continues, the security of
retaken areas in the east of the city is expected to improve. For now, however, NGOs considering
implementing emergency relief in retaken areas such as Arbajiyah should be aware of the significant risks and
related protection concerns.

Above: Cloud from nearby explosion. Below: The bottom of the street was empty with very little visible security.

Gogjali and the IDP journey to Hasansham/Khazir
We have heard contradictory reports about the numbers of Mosul IDPs staying in Gogjali and the percentage
of remainees within the host community.
IDPs are reportedly permitted by the ISF to come from districts within Mosul city to the outer suburb of Gogjali
between the hours of 8am and 5pm. They usually carry a white flag to show that they are civilians. Last week
we were informed that there was an ISF checkpoint at the entrance of Gogjali where IDs are briefly checked
and men are padded down for hidden weapons. We were unable to get a confirmation that this checkpoint
exists, although it’s expected that it’s a mobile checkpoint.
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There is a steady stream of IDPs coming out of Mosul to Gogjali.
IDPs are collected at a muster point near the outskirts of north-western Gogjali – a school near the open-air ISF
medical centre. Civilians are also treated at this centre.
The muster point is also a screening centre. We witnessed IDPs’ identity papers being checked by the ISF and
two separate incidents whereby men suspected of being members of or collaborating with ISIS were taken
away for further questioning. Once their IDs have been checked, civilians are loaded onto ISF transport and
taken to the Peshmerga checkpoint at the Hamdaniyah junction. Here they are transferred into new transport.
Their IDs are taken away by the Asayish, checked, and returned. Further security checks are reported to take
place at or before civilians are taken to one of the Hasansham or Khazir camps. It is not known if there is a
process for sponsorship in Gogjali whereby IDPs can stay with members of the host community, but it is
expected that there is.
Driving through Gogjali, large numbers of civilians (men, women and children) gathered on the main road
began chasing trucks that appeared to be carrying food or other supplies. They continued chasing these trucks
through the narrow streets.

IDPs at the Hamdaniyah junction, waiting to be taken to one of the Hasansham or Khazir camps.
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